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Abstract

Many studies have been made in order to propose automatic diagnostic in
medical fields. This paper proposes a new approach to deal with the problem of
spectral clustering for signal extracted from brain MRI images. The tool-chain
developed during this study can be easily implemented for the extraction and the
analysis of information from perfusion MRI. We propose a reliable program which
can easily isolate healthy from any pathological tissues. Experimental results are
shown and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physicians use different sources of images in order
to make a diagnostic. In the last two decades, many
studies have been made in order to automatise the
identification and the characterisation of disease by
extracting relevant information from those sources
of images like the MRI, the Elastography or the
Echography, in order to propose help to diagnostic
[1], [2], [3], [4].

In [1], a new methodology was proposed in or-
der to realise an automatic segmentation of tumour
tissues for prostate cancer. Our objective is to gen-
eralise and modify the previously proposed method

to improve the segmentation of MRI images to diag-
nose brain pathologies.

Our project focuses on the perfusion MRI by us-
ing a spectral clustering algorithm. Physicians use
perfusion MRI in order to check the variation of
pixel intensity of the MRI image and identify ab-
normal behaviour. To apply similar methodology,
we have to develop a unsupervised classification
approach. The main issue is that many classifica-
tion algorithms like the k-means are not suitable for
signal classification. The main purpose of spectral
clustering is to firstly estimate the similarity among
signals and, build a similarity matrix and work on
the eigenvector and eigenvalue of this matrix in or-
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(a) MRI without contrast
product

(b) beginning of the diffu-
sion

(c) Peak of diffusion (d) end of the diffusion

Figure 1: Diffusion of the contrast product on the MRI.

der to perform a classification. Spectral clustering
algorithms are the most adapted for the data we are
dealing with.

This study is the result of a collaboration among
four institutes: ENSTA Bretagne, Brest Hospital
university Research Center (CHRU), INSERM of
Lille and ULCO.

We apply our approach on a perfusion MRI
database of twelve patients showing different
pathologies in the brain in order to apply our algo-
rithm.Those MRI have been provided by the Brest
CHRU. An example of MRI images obtained can
be seen in the figure 1. For each pixel, a variation
of the intensity on the different MRI images can be
observe.

II. METHODOLOGY

Our database consists of perfusion MRI. During a
perfusion MRI, the patient is injected by a contrast
product, the gadolinium chelates. It’s well known
and considered that normal and pathological tissues
have different way and speed absorption of the con-
trast product. Pathological tissues have a very spe-
cific behaviour which can be detected by our algo-
rithm.

Figure 2 our proposed bloc diagram.

In our database and for each patient, 26 sets of
40 images have been generated, each set is corre-
sponding to a slice of the brain. The size of each
image is 128*128 pixels. Each set is used in order
to retrieve the variation of pixel intensity of the slice
MRI during the diffusion of contrast product.

For each slice, we generate a 128*128*40 tensor.
For each pixel, we extracted a signal of 40 samples
which correspond to the variation of this pixel inten-
sity in the 40 images of 128*128 pixels. Figure 3
shows the generated signals using this protocol.

Figure 3 shows that we obtain a hypo-signal dur-
ing the diffusion of the contrast product until the
intensity of the pixel come back to its original value.
Our algorithm method afterwards selects a specific
region of interest (ROI) on a slice and then apply a
spectral clustering algorithm on those selected sig-
nals in order to cluster the different tissues of the
area.

III. SPECTRAL CLUSTERING

ALGORITHMS

In the litterature, many references about the spectral
clustering can be found [5], [6]. However, we will
here focus on the Jordan and Weiss spectral cluster-
ing algorithm JWSC [5] because is very adapted to
the unsupervised classification and it has provided
the most satisfying results on the data we are deal-
ing with. At the beginning, our algorithm builds a
graph with its similarity matrix in order to evaluate
the resemblance of the signal between them. In a
second time, we will apply JWSC algorithm in order
to cluster the signal thanks to the information extract
from the similarity matrix.

A. Definition of the similarity matrix.

In order to have an algorithm independent from the
processed data, we considered only full connected
graph because it can estimate the resemblance of
each sample with no a priori information. In a full
connected graph, all the nodes are connected to each
other.

In order to build the similarity matrix W, two
different options have been studied :

• First option uses a sparse representation based
on building a L1 graph. The main idea consists
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Figure 2: The proposed processing tool-chain.

Figure 3: Examples of signals extracted from the MRI.

on rebuild each point Xi with all the other sam-
ples, according to a L1 minimisation problem
[7].
• Second option consists on defining W as:

wij =
‖Xi − Xj‖

2σiσj
(1)

σi is the coefficient of dispersion in the data
around a point Xi , [1], [6]. During the study,
we found that the optimum value of σi was
the distance to the 7th closest neighbour of the
point Xi.

During the realization of the tool-chain, the first
option was implemented but didn’t give satisfaction.
However, the second one on the contrary gave better
results. The tool-chain use the second method for
the construction of the graph and the matrix W.

B. Spectral clustering algorithm.

Many algorithms can be used for the spectral clus-
tering, and some of them have been implemented
during this project, [5], [8], [9]. We give here details
on the Jordan and Weiss algorithm.

To implement the JWSC algorithm, we have
firstly to define the Laplacian matrix L of the matrix
W. The Laplacian is defined by :

L = I − D−1/2WD−1/2 (2)

where D is the degree matrix defined by its co-
efficient dii = ∑j wij, a diagonal matrix ad I is the
identity matrix.

The processing tool-chain estimates the eigen-
vector associated to the smallest eigenvalues of L,
normalizes each of them and realizes a classification
using the k-means algorithm. The main steps of the
JWSC algorithm are resumed in the algorithm 1:

The main outcome of the algorithm is a truth table
clustering all pixels in the ROI.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 4 represents a MRI of a patient with brain
tumour. Figure 5 shows the area of pathological
tissue.

By applying Algorithm 1 on the ROI with a num-
ber of class Nclass = 2 and Nclass = 3, we get some
results which are shown in Figures 6,7,8.

Our experimental results show that the algorithm
can easily isolate the pathology from the normal
tissues. By adjusting Nclass = 3, we can generate a
third class representing the uncertain zone.
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Algorithm 1 Normalized spectral clustering, Jordan
and Weiss
Inputs

1: Initiate the similarity matrix W
2: Define the number of class N

Output
1: The Cluster table truth_table.

Algorithm
1: Define the symmetric normalized Laplacian L

of W.
2: Create a matrix VectP which contains the N

eigenvectors associated with the N smallest
eigenvalues.

3: Normalize all the line of VectP
4: Apply the k-means on VectP whit N class and

put the result in truth_table.
5: return truth_table

Figure 4: First image of the MRI with false color.

Figure 5: Area presenting the pathology.

Figure 6: Results of the algorithm. left: MRI image. right:
Mask applied.

Figure 7: The results of the algorithm for Nclass = 2.
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Figure 8: The results of the algorithm for Nclass = 2.

The results are satisfying. Our similitude matrix
depends only on the neighbourhood of each point
so our processing tool-chain is highly independent
of the input data. Furthermore, the process is fully
automated. The user must provide only the number
of class and our program deal with the data in order
to calculate the truth table.

Nevertheless, when we are trying to apply other
algorithms in order to automatically find the optimal
number of class [10], [6], the results aren’t satisfying
in the case of real data. For now, our only choice
is to provide a set of maps with different value of
Nclass and interpret the results, as it has been done
with Figure 6, 7, 8.

The processing tool-chain that have been imple-
mented have been realized in order to have in the
end the exact number of cluster N when we apply
the k-means algorithm. That means that in some
case the algorithm wouldn’t arrive to this number of
class but we don’t allow this situation to happen. It
may have a huge impact on the algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

By generalising and modifying the method devel-
oped in [1], this study proposes a new methodology
using spectral clustering for the automatic segmen-
tation of MRI images of brain.

The experimental results show that our algorithm
is able to isolate the pathology from healthy tissues.
Presently, we have only a reliable algorithm that

seems to provide good results. However, we are
currently studying two options:

• Realization of parametric map of the area
which can provide other information. For brain
tissues, the two relevant parameters are the
cerebral blood volume (CBV) and the cerebral
blood flow (CBF) [11].

• Later on, we should realize a multi-modal anal-
yse which imply to analyse other kind of MRI
sequences in order to extract other sources of
information.

We are targeting to provide a unsupervised cluster-
ing algorithm which would be able to fully identify
and segmented pathological tissues of the brain.
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